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ABSTRACT

McXtrace[4, 1] is a Monte Carlo Ray tracing package for performing sim-
ulations of any kind of X-ray optical instrumentation or scattering exper-
iment. We present the latest results obtained using the new release McX-
trace version 1.4.
Some highlights of simulations using McXtrace include:

• McXtrace in space - simulations of an X-ray telescope satellite
ATHENA[5]. McXtrace is being adopted as the general tool for sim-
ulating X-ray optics of the European Space Agency.

• A full beamline description of the DanMAX beamline at the MaxIV
synchrotron. McXtrace is used to simulate the DanMAX beamline
while it is being designed, not only supporting design choices, but
in parallel also building a virtual facility.

NEW FEATURES
Exciting new features in the latest release of McXtrace include:

• New Python/Qt-based GUI.

• Interface to the MCPL-fileformat.

• New components

– A new polyphase/polycrystal sample model.

– Mirror with heatbump.

– Toroidal shape mirror.

– Divergence monitors.

– Capillary tube optic.

– Synchrotron source models, incl. Bending Magnet, Wiggler,
and Undulator.

– Interfaces to other source codes (e.g. SPECTRA[3], SIM-
PLEX[2], adn GENESIS 1.3[7]).

• Better conformance to Debian standards.

• Example instrument with solvent scattering.

• Generalized reflectivity library.

• DEPENDENCY keyword - for simple handling of extra dependen-
cies (for specialized components).

DANMAX
DanMAX is a combined Powder Diffraction, and Imaging beam-
line being constructed at the MAX IV synchtron in Lund, Sweden.

Figure 1: Cartoon of the DanMAX beamline optical concept.
The optical concept can provide "pink" (only multilayer mono) and
monochromatic (using DCM) beam with a fixed output. Using
both monochromators at the same time ensures higher harmonic
rejection.
Parallel to the design process, a vitual version
of the beamline is being built using McXtrace.

Figure 2: Ray tracing the full DanMAX model using McXtrace. Left) Beamline as seen from the
powder diffraction strip detector; Right) Close-up of the double multilayer monochromator

DANMAX UNDULATOR
A new undulator model in McXtrace — applied to the parameters
o fthe DanMAX undulator. 187, 16 mm periods with a minimum
gap of 4 mm, yielding a peak magnetic field srength of B ≈ 0.9 T.
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Figure 3: Simulated undulator spectrum for the proposed DanMAX-undulator tuned to a peak
at 15 keV. Purple) Sim. with SPECTRA[3]; green) Sim. w. SRW[8]; blue) Sim. w. McXtrace[1].

ATHENA TELESCOPE
McXtrace is part of the design effort for the ESA ATHENA
mission. ATHENA is an X-ray telescope scheduled for
launch in 2028. The design is based on the concept of Sil-
icon Pore Optics (SPO) where plates of Silicon with etched
ribs are bent into paraboloid/hyperboloid meridionally,
and cylindrical sagittally to form a true Wolter I optic.

Figure 1. Schematic drawing showing the parabolic and hyperbolic set of mirrors for a Wolter I geometry allowing for
double reflection and focussing. The parabolic radius (RP), hyperbolic radius (RH) and mid radius (RM) are indicated.

Figure 2. Left: Illustration of the present geometry of ATHENA’s optics showing the distribution of mirror modules
within the optics (177 mirror modules per petal, 6 petals). Right: Example of a SPO mirror module. Here we observe
the SPO plates stacked to form the reflecting pores (image credit: ESA).

2. ATHENA GEOMETRY BASED ON SPO

We simulate a telescope geometry that closely match the actual ATHENA design, described in this section. We
start from the baseline configuration of a Wolter I profile. The pore geometry reproduces the SPO design and
positions of each mirror module. The geometry of each mirror module varies according to its radial position
in the optical module. The distribution of mirror modules within the optical module is illustrated in figure 2.
Table 1 lists the length and width of the SPO plates within a mirror module row along with the parabolic (RP),
hyperbolic (RH) and middle (RM) radius at the centre of each of the 20 mirror module rows (considering plate
34 (pl34) to be the central reflecting plate in a mirror stack of 68 reflecting mirror plates). RP, RM and RH are
also indicated in figure 1. The dimensions assumed for the pore geometry and baseline coating of Ir/B4C are
represented in figure 3.

A summary of the present ATHENA’s geometry is shown in table 2. The incident grazing angle α at the

Figure 3. Schematic drawing showing the dimensions assumed for the pore geometry and baseline coating of Ir/B4C.

Figure 4: Schematic of the WolterI-optic. A parabolic surface feeds a hyperbolic.

Figure 5: Sketch of the endface of the ATHENA
optic facing the stellar object. Inset is a sketch
of the satellite.
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Figure 6: Picture of single mirror module. Cf.
the green boxes in 5.

Figure 4. Left: A SPO pore set in McXtrace. Here we observe the pore geometry along the Z-axis. The parabolic (purple)
and hyperbolic (grey) pores are seen along with the double reflection of a traced photon. Right: Graphic representation
of the mirror modules positions considered for simulation.

4. SIMULATION OF PERFORMANCE

Flexibility of the code is crucial as several aspects of the geometry are still under investigation.12 The variables
considered as input parameters are: pore width and height (so far assumed to be 0.830 mm and 0.605 mm,
figure 3), rib width (0.17 mm), rib pitch (1.0 mm), silicon wafer thickness (0.775 mm), membrane thickness (0.17
mm), SPO plate width (table 1), SPO length (table 1), height of mirror modules (number of stacked plates:
68 reflecting plates), number of mirror modules per row (table 2) position of mirror module within the optics,
mid radius of mirror modules (table 1), parabolic radius and hyperbolic radius for each set of SPOs (table 1),
telescopes focal length (12 m), Ir/B4C bilayer coating throughout the whole optic and average surface roughness
of the coating (assumed to be 0.45 nm).16,17,25

Using the latest available documentation on ATHENA as input,14 we have simulated X-rays travelling through
one set of pores (parabolic and hyperbolic) for each mirror module within one petal. That means that for each
of the 177 mirror modules we ray traced the very central pore of the module. That means that we ray traced
one pore per mirror module and assumed that the results for that one central pore is representative of the
performance of the given mirror module. The performance of the pore within the mirror module is simulated
individually based on its geometry and position. The results of pores are then combined to obtain the total
telescope performance.

Figure 4 shows a SPO pore set in McXtrace. Here we observe the pore geometry along the Z-axis (focal
axis). An example of parabolic (purple) and hyperbolic (grey) pores is seen along with the double reflection of a
traced photon. The representation of the position of each mirror module considered for simulation is also seen.

For simulation of performance, we assume a perfect mirror and the effects of mirror deformations, displacement
and misalignments have not yet been accounted for.

5. PRELIMINARY RESULTS

We evaluate the performance of the pores by ray tracing at two standard energies, 1 keV and 5 keV. Preliminary
results include simulated on-axis effective area and performance per mirror module within the petal considered.
To investigate the performance of the telescope for off-axis sources, we simulate photons arriving at the optics
at a 10 arcmin off-axis angle and obtain the 10 arcmin off-area at 1 keV.
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and hyperbolic (grey) pores are seen along with the double reflection of a traced photon. Right: Graphic representation
of the mirror modules positions considered for simulation.
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at a 10 arcmin off-axis angle and obtain the 10 arcmin off-area at 1 keV.

Figure 7: Projections of visual ray tracing through single pore of a single mirror module.

Figure 5. Left: Output from detector placed after the parabolic pores and before the hyperbolic pores registering all
photons successfully reflected by the parabolic pores. Here is it possible to identity the petal structure and clearly see
each central mirror module pore. Right: Detector placed at the focal point registering all photons successfully focused.
Notice that the data from the focal point has been zoomed in with respect to the other data (left) by a factor 400 in each
direction.

Figure 6. Left: Simulated on-axis effective area per mirror module row for 1 keV and 5 keV. Right: Contribution of each
mirror module row to the on-axis effective area and 10’ off-axis effective areas at 1 keV.

Figure 5 the output from a detector placed after the parabolic pores and before the hyperbolic pores registering
all photons reflected by the parabolic pores. The petal structure and the central mirror module pore are visible.
The detector placed at the focal point registers all photons successfully focused, that means all photons reflected
by both the parabolic and hyperbolic mirrors. As expected from a perfect geometry, all successful photons arrive
exactly at the focal point.

Figure 6 shows the simulated on-axis effective area per mirror module row at 1 keV and 5 keV and the
contribution of each mirror module row to the on-axis effective area and 10’ off-axis effective areas at 1 keV. The
coating reflectivities generated using the software IMD considering the incident grazing angles at the centre of
the mirror module rows are seen in figure 7. The theoretical model of the on-axis effective area along with the
simulated effective areas (red) at 1 keV and 5 keV are also seen. We compare the simulated on-axis effective
areas at 1 keV and 5 keV and find them to be in agreement with the theoretical model computed using the
software IMD for the same pore geometry and mirror coatings.

Figure 8: Performance evalauation of ATHENA optic. Left) Effective are for on-axis illumina-
tion; Right) Effective area for off-axis illumination.

MCPL
McXtrace supprts the MCPL (Monte Carlo Par-
ticle List) fileformat for event-mode operation.
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The solution: A common interchange format.
MCPL: Monte Carlo Particle Lists

h

MCPL files

In red : already available now (Sep 2016).

Disclaimer: Non-exhaustive list of applications...

Figure 9: Connection diagram showing existing (red) and in-progress/in-preparation (black)
interfaces to MCPL.

Figure 10: Screenshot of the output from mcpltool - i.e. the first 10 particles of an mcpl-file.

NEW GUI
A new Python/Qt based GUI is available for McXtrace.

Figure 11: Examples of the new McXtrace python/Qt based GUI. Left) The main window.
Right) plotting windows.

SPECTRA/SIMPLEX INTERFACES

Interfaces to the spectra and simplex codes[3, 2]. In-
put from simplex for FEL ray tracing. As sin-
gle pulse may be ray traced through the beamline.
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Figure 12: Single pulse from simplex traced to a detector by McXtrace. Left) Area plot of
intensity integrated over time. Right) Intensity vs. time integrated spatially.

Figure 13: Example of a standard SPring-8 undulator simulated with SPECTRA/McXtrace.
Left) Intensity vs. energy; Right) Spatial intensity distribution @15 keV.

ROOT INTERFACE
An interface to the CERN based mathematical
framweork ROOT is now included with McXtrace.
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Figure 14: Various screenshots of the ROOT interface in action.
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FUTURE: SIMEX INTEGRATION,

Ray tracing integration with the SimEX[6] platform for XFEL simulations. The SimEX platform is general
platform for performing Source-to-End simulations at X-ray Free Electron laser facilites supported by the
EU under the EUCALL initiative. We will provide a plugin such that McXtrace may interoperate with
the SimEX platform, creating a versatile tool with which to explore the new possibilities created by the
FEL X-ray sources.


